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Cover Image: This quarter’s
cover is from the cover of a promotional leaflet for the 1970 Edinburgh Commonwealth Games.
It has been a very busy start to the
year in the SCA office, and now as
spring has fully sprung we are looking forward to the Easter break.

The illustration became the main
promotional image for the University of Stirling’s touring Hosts
& Champions exhibition.

With so much chocolate around
presently, we hope you will forgive
the presentation of another selection box.

You can find out more about this
and much more about Scotland’s sporting collections on
pages 6-7, and here.

In this issue we celebrate the rich
panoply of Scotland’s archives.
There are articles from archive users and archive professionals, from
researchers and academics; reports
of using archives for exhibitions and
even novels; and some beautiful images of recently discovered items
and one of Scotland’s oldest documents.

Courtesy of Commonwealth
Games Scotland Archive, University of Stirling Archives, ref.
CG/2/13/2

We hope you have a good break!
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Enterprising Scotland
The Scottish Council on Archives
will publish later this year Enterprising Scotland: a celebration of business archives. This publication celebrates the business archive collections held across all sectors in Scotland - archives, museums, libraries,
universities, private owners and
businesses. It has been produced to
help mark the end of the 5 year national strategy for business archives
in Scotland by members of that
strategy’s implementation team. It
will feature an introduction and overview of the business archive sector in Scotland, using
case studies and images that showcase interesting
projects, partnerships and outreach initiatives with quotations from users of collections about their impact and
value.
The opportunity to reflect on the status of the business
archives sector in Scotland, how it has developed and
to highlight the importance and value of business archive collections to different communities is a timely
one. This year marks the 40th anniversary of the appointment of a full time Surveying Officer in 1977 by
the Business Archives Council of Scotland. A role that
has been an essential part of our business archives
landscape, shaping its unique development and will be
the focus of the Business Archives Council of Scotland’s autumn conference later this year. As well as
the completion of the national strategy for business
archives in Scotland, 2016 also marked the 70th anniversary of the National Register of Archives for Scotland which itself has worked closely with the Business
Archives Council of Scotland and Surveying Officer

over the years to preserve business archives and make available
published surveys of business records.
The Scottish Business History Network, an initiative of the Business
Archives Council of Scotland, was
established last year to continue
the work of the strategy and connect all those with an interest in
Scottish business history and business archives. On the occasion of
the launch of the network, the following statement of support was read out on behalf of
Fiona Hyslop, The Cabinet Secretary for Culture, Europe and External Affairs. “Business archives are not
just about the past: they contribute to a nation’s understanding of itself and where it came from, but they also
inspire innovation today which will have an impact on
the future. I am always impressed by the enthusiasm
of those working in the archive sector and their commitment to raising awareness of the value of archives
for our society.”
We hope that the publication of Enterprising Scotland
will prove to be a useful advocacy tool for all those
working in the business archives sector and demonstrate our enthusiasm for the variety of records and the
many stories of innovation and industry that can be
explored through our nation’s business archive collections. Further details about the publication of Enterprising Scotland will be announced by the Scottish Council
on Archives and information about business archives
in Scotland is available here and via the Network’s twitter @SBHNetwork.
Kiara King, Archivist, The Ballast Trust

UK National Commission for UNESCO Meeting, Aberdeen
On the 1st November
2016 Aberdeen City
Archive hosted a meeting of the UK National
Commission
for
UNESCO at the Town
House in Aberdeen.
UNESCO designations
from across Scotland
were represented, from well-known World Heritage
sites such as the Heart of Neolithic Orkney and the
Forth Rail Bridge, through to St. Kilda, the North West
Highlands Global Geopark and, of course, our very
own Aberdeen Burgh Registers.

how to raise our respective profiles along with
that of UNESCO itself.

The
UNESCOrecognised Aberdeen
Burgh Registers (13981511) are the focus of a
three year, Leverhulme Trust-funded project between
Aberdeen City & Aberdeenshire Archives and the University of Aberdeen. Entitled “Law in the Aberdeen
Council Registers” the project website can be found
here.
Phil Astley, City Archivist, Aberdeen City &
The event saw the formal launch of the “UNESCO in
Aberdeenshire Archives
Scotland” report (The 75 delegates discussed ways in
which the designations can cooperate in terms of education, tourism and economic development, as well as

An Island in Time: St Kilda and the 1764 Census
One of the joys, and privileges, of working in archives
is discovering fascinating documents and bringing their
hidden histories to the attention of researchers and the
wider public. The National Register of Archives for
Scotland (NRAS), which has just celebrated its 70th
birthday, is accustomed to unearthing and cataloguing
previously unknown archives. However, an invite to
look at the records of an Argyllshire family, the
Maclachlans of Maclachlan, brought to the surface an
unexpected gem: the earliest known census of the
population of St Kilda made in 1764.
Why the census should survive in this particular archive is a mystery: there is no obvious connection with
the family and no other documents relating to the island in the collection. It was probably made in relation
to Dr John Walker’s tour of the Hebrides in 1764.
Commissioned by the SSPCK and the General Assembly to investigate the state of religion and education in the islands, Walker included information on St
Kilda in his final report although he had never actually
visited the island and must have received information
from others.

sus of 1822.
Many visitors to the island provide population statistics
but prior to 1822 the names of only a few individual
inhabitants on the island survive. Among these, and
perhaps the island’s most famous resident, is Rachel,
Lady Grange, who was incarcerated there by her husband in the late 1730s.
Martin Martin’s influential account of his visit to St Kilda in 1697 put the population at about 180 people, or
27 families. In 1727 there was an outbreak of smallpox
on the island which reduced the population dramatically to a low of 42. While new islanders arrived from
Skye and Harris, the population never completely recovered, peaking at 110 in 1861 before its inexorable
decline to the 36 who were evacuated from the island
in 1930.

Prior to 1727 the main family names on the island
were MacDonald, Morrison and Campbell. The Campbell surname disappears after 1727; McLeod and Morrison between 1851 and 1861. The descendants of
new settlers, the MacQueens, Fergusons, Gillies, MacLike so many documents of significance, it is not in Donalds and MacKinnons were the last inhabitants of
itself imposing: a single sheet of paper recording the the island.
names of 90 islanders, 38 males and 52 females. But As the 1822 census helpfully provides the ages of the
the information it contains transports us back two gen- family members, we can make strong links from it to
erations further than the previously known earliest cen- 1764 for 5 individuals:

St Kilda- Stac Lee and Stac an Armin by
Norman Ackroyd RA

The ‘John McWheen’ aged 72 in 1822 is ‘John taken, describes the islanders’ reliance on birds, eiMcQuien’ the son of Finlay and Mary McQuien ther fresh or stored in their stone ‘cleits’ which dotted
the island. As well as providing food, fulmar oil was
in the 1764 list;
used to light lamps, its down was used for bedding,

Ewen McKinnon, aged 63 in 1822, is the son of its fat for healing salves: ‘Deprive us of the fulmer’
Neill and Ann McKinnon listed in 1764;
one islander told him, ‘and St Kilda is no more’.

Finlay McDonald, aged 61, is the same as the While archivists are always eager to publicise the
son of Donald and Christie McDonald in 1764; wonderful documents in their archives, getting that

Alexander Gillies, aged 64 in 1822, is the son of publicity is another matter as our stories jostle with
others for attention from the media. St Kilda has alDonald and Margrett Gilees in 1764;
ways held a particular fascination so, when we re
Donald McDonald, aged 69, is the son of John leased the story at the end of last year, we were conand Mary McDonald.
fident that it would garner good coverage, particularly
as the periThere is also a
The 1764 Census, courtesy of The Lachlan Trust
od between
strong possibilChristmas
and
ity
that
the
New Year is
‘Catherine Fergutraditionally a
son old maid of 83’
quiet time for
listed in James
news.
Wilson’s census of


1841, is the same
as ‘Keatt Ferguson’, the daughter
of
Finlay
and
Christy Ferguson
in 1764.

At the foot of the
document, almost
as an afterthought,
the author has noted the number of
eggs and birds
eaten daily on the
island, namely: 36
‘wild fouls eggs
and 18 fouls’ per
person, a staggering total of 3240
eggs and 1620
birds per day, and
surely an exaggeration. Descriptions
of the diet of the
islanders do often
comment on the
prodigious quantity
of seabirds and
their eggs consumed on the island. Martin Martin
noted that for the
entire year the
community
ate
22,600
solan
geese (gannets).
Fulmars, gannets
and puffins, and
even the occasional great auk, were
caught by the islanders, the men being skilled and intrepid rock climbers or ‘cragsmen’. In his report of his 1822 visit, Rev
MacDonald witnessed the killing of 1600 young gannets, too young and too fat to fly away. Macaulay,
who visited just 6 years before the 1764 census was

It proved to be
an object lesson in thinking
carefully about
the message
you want to get
across in dealing with the
press.
While
what was really
new and exciting about the
document was
that this was
the earliest list
naming inhabitants of this remote archipelago, what fired
the imagination
of the media
was the document’s astonishing claims
for the daily
consumption of
birds and birds’
eggs. Though
does this really
matter
when
the story was
picked
up
widely
and
raised the profile of the National Register
of Archives for
Scotland in its
70th
anniversary year?

You can discover more about the St Kilda collections
held by NRS here.
Alison Rosie, Registrar, National Register of Archives for Scotland

Pass it on! Celebrating Scotland’s Sporting Heritage

On Friday 24 February a conference was held
at the University of Stirling celebrating Scotland’s rich sporting heritage. The event, sponsored by the Sports in Museums Network,
brought together experts in the curation, care,
use and promotion of sporting heritage to discuss their work and provide details of current
projects. Speakers highlighted the many opportunities offered by sporting heritage, from
providing inspiration for education and activity
for the young to sparking reminiscence and
conversation for the old. The conference also
heard that there was still much to do with many
major sports still lacking large central physical
repositories for their heritage collections, with
clubhouses providing inadequate care and storage for sporting treasures around the country.
The wider value of sporting heritage was highlighted by Richard McBrearty from the Scottish
Football Museum. Glasgow was one of the host
cities selected by UEFA to stage the Euro 2020
football championships. The city’s successful
application had heritage at the heart of the document, Glasgow’s proud football history making
it a popular choice for a competition which celebrates its 60th anniversary in 2020.

loneliness. Chris Wilkins spoke about a project
they created following the 2014 Commonwealth
Games which brought young and old together
to share their memories of the Games. The opportunities presented by the Glasgow 2014
Games were also highlighted by Prof. Richard
Haynes from the University of Stirling who
spoke about how the university’s Commonwealth Games Scotland Archive can provide a
cross-curricular resource for schools. The archives of Commonwealth Games Scotland record the country’s participation in over eighty
years of sporting competition and the collection
can be used to provide new and interesting
ways of learning about the past.
The University of Stirling Archives has developed a touring exhibition called Hosts and
Champions which traces the history of Scotland’s involvement in the Commonwealth
Games. Since the Glasgow 2014 Games the
exhibition has visited ten towns across Scotland, travelled hundreds of miles and been
seen by thousands of people. The project team
reported on their experiences taking the exhibition around Scotland. At most venues opening
events were held which brought current and
former Team Scotland members, 2014 volunteers and Queen’s baton bearers together in a
celebration of sporting heritage. The tour also
helped in raising the profile of the Commonwealth Games Scotland Archive and the University Archives has received a number of donations of major collections of personal memorabilia relating to the Games from former competitors and their families who have visited the
exhibition.

The Scottish Football Museum at Hampden
provides a central hub for the collection and
care of material relating to the history of the
sport. Its collections include the archives of
many clubs and organisations relating to the
game in Scotland, creating a national archive
for football in Glasgow. The British Golf Museum in St Andrews plays a similar role for that
sport and Rebecca Prentice provided an insight
into the range of activities undertaken behind
the scenes to conserve and promote the history Neil Johnson-Symington from Glasgow Museof golf in Scotland.
ums provided another perspective on the collection of material relating to the CommonThe broadcaster Hugh Dan MacLennan spoke wealth Games. In the run-up to the 2014
about the efforts that have gone into preserving Games, Glasgow Museums set up a project
the history of shinty. Over the years Hugh has which supported the para-cyclist Aileen
discovered a wealth of material relating to the McGlynn OBE and her support rider Louise
game in clubs across Scotland (and in the gar- Halston by purchasing the bike and equipment
ages and attics of players). Much of this materi- they used in training for the competition. After
al has found its way to the Highland Archive the event, where they won four silver medals,
Centre in Inverness which has become the de the material was returned to Glasgow Museums
facto national shinty archive.
providing a new addition to Glasgow’s permanent collections with a rich provenance.
Hugh also spoke about Sports Heritage Scotland, a new group which hopes to build on the The rich possibilities offered by sporting arsuccess of the Football Memories project, a chives were discussed by both academics and
partnership between the Scottish Football Mu- independent researchers. Matt McDowell, from
seum and Alzheimer Scotland which uses foot- the University of Edinburgh, spoke about his
ball images and memorabilia to stimulate recall research which took him from the reading
and reminiscence in people with dementia. The rooms of local archives to the cupboards of
new group will extend the project to include surfing clubs. Matt also uses archives in his
cricket, rugby, curling, shinty and golf, and teaching, introducing his students to the replans to create a new set of digitized resources sources held in the Edinburgh’s Centre for Refor communities around the country.
search Collections.
The Sporting Memories Network is another organization that uses sporting heritage to encourage inter-generational connections, combating the effects of dementia, depression and

The independent researchers Andy Mitchell
and John Hutchinson shared the fruits of their
recent work on the origins of the game of football in Edinburgh. Tucked away amongst the

200 boxes of papers held in the National Records of Scotland relating to the nineteenth century protestant reformer John Hope they discovered what they claim to be the oldest rules for the modern game in the world,
from 1824. The handwritten set of rules for the game of ‘foot ball’ pre-date the official formulation of the game in
England where the Football Association was founded in 1863. Much of their research was made possible
through the digitisation of many of the John Hope papers by the National Records of Scotland highlighting the
positive impact digitisation can have on research and access.
The challenges of making full use of the digitized resources being created today were considered by Paul
Brough from Hawick Heritage Hub. The Hub holds the archive of the rugby commentator Bill McLaren, which
provides a detailed record of the history and development of the game. Paul noted that a huge amount of this
material has now been digitized with much thought being given to how to maximize the reach and use of this
new resource.
Today is an exciting time for sporting heritage in Scotland. The conference highlighted new organisations, new
collections and new discoveries, generating much enthusiasm and interest from the 40+ delegates present.
The connections made at the event will hopefully lead to new collaborative projects which will both protect and
promote the history of sport in Scotland.

Further information about the conference can be found here.
Karl Magee, University Archivist, University of Stirling

Clockwise from top right: Material donated to the Commonwealth Games Archive during the tour of its Hosts and Champions exhibition around Scotland (Photo. University of Stirling Archives); Cover of the Glasgow application for candidate city for Euro 2020 (Photo.
Scottish Football Museum); Aileen McGlynn OBE and Louise Haston with equipment used in training for Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth Games (Photo. Glasgow Museums); Prof. Richard Haynes (University of Stirling) examining flag from the 1970 Commonwealth
Games with pupil from Pinkie Primary School, Edinburgh. (Photo. Sporting Memories Network)

Creative Use of Archives: Beloved Poison and Dark Asylum
Before I began writing novels I trained as a historian. One of the many pleasures of that profession is finding and examining the source material. My doctoral research was a study of the first generation of women doctors at work in Edinburgh. A career in the history of
medicine was not to be, however, and I had to find other
ways of talking about the past. When I began to write
fiction, drawing on the history of medicine and using archive sources was something I was keen to continue. Although “making stuff up” is at the heart of creative
writing, historical fiction is at its best when it draws on
the real material of the past.

institution at the heart of my novel, Dark Asylum – with a
bit of creative license thrown in.

The archives helped me with the crimes, the people, the
institutions, and the doctors themselves – but what of
the wider environment; the dirt and squalor of the
city? Anyone might make up an insanitary world, but
what was it really like? The Edinburgh Room in Edinburgh’s Central Library contains a full set of the Annual
Reports of the Medical Officer for Health, which can be
easily accessed by anyone who makes it to George IV
Bridge. I used the digitised equivalent for London, available online through the Wellcome Library. The stinking
Digitised archival material has been invaluable to my mid-nineteenth-century city and its problems leap off the
novels. Being able to see a copy of the documents page and assault the senses, even at a distance of over
themselves online is almost (but not quite) as good as 100 years.
seeing the real thing. The hasty hand writing of a busy
clerk describing a felon’s crime and punishment in the Finally, as a writer, the help of archivists themselves is
an essential part of the creative process. Telling somerecords of the Old Bailey Online, for instance, offers exone in a position of authority over the past that you’re
tensive – and addictive – browsing for anyone interested
in writing about crime and punishment, as well as about writing a historical novel is not always greeted with enthusiasm. Historical novels are ‘light weight’ interpretasocial conditions and economic hardship. The fate of
tions of the past, and lack historical rigor – they have no
highwaymen, of bit fakers and prostitutes, child thieves
references, for a start; they deal in fiction, and some of
and murderers are described in detail. Such records are
them (horror!) use adjectives or (worse) adverbs. This
not just statements of “what happened”, but provide a
lack of apparent objectivity can seem trivial. To being
template for the imagination: they offer more than just
greeted by an archivist who is enthusiastic about creathe bones of the past, but are its very life-blood.
tive writing has always been a godsend. The kindness
Of course, the convenience of online sources aside, of Iain Milne and Daisy Cunynghame at RCPE, for inthere is no substitute for the excitement of seeing the stance, are a case in point. On a recent visit there I had
documents themselves. In this regard, the National access to shelves filled with early 19th century material
Records of Scotland have proved to be invaluable, with medica, pharmacopoeia, and various texts on poisons –
precognitions from the criminal courts providing a perfect for me to gather some accurate detail for my
glimpse into the past that few other sources can central character, Jem Flockhart, the cross-dressing
match. Recently, I was there looking for instances of apothecary.
infanticide. A whole world opened up before me – the
Inspiration too is sparked by the help and enthusiasm of
lives and living conditions of domestic servants, the long
the archivist as much as by the material of the arhours, shared rooms, low wages and precariousness of
chive. A few months ago, Ross McGregor at the Royal
the job itself, along with the ever-present risk of falling
College of Physicians and Surgeons, Glasgow, showed
prey to vice or seduction. The language too has much
me the casebook of William Macewen (the man who put
to offer any writer worth their salt, as we strive to use the
doctors into white coats), which Macewen kept during
correct vocabulary and capture the rhythm of the spoken
word. Precognitions reveal what ordinary people said his years working as Police Surgeon in Glasgow. The
cramped handwriting describes stabbings, drug overdosand how they said it, as well as showing us the language
es, domestic abuse – all the usual violence and horror of
of the post mortem and the attitude of the men – doca tough industrial city. But at the heart of this nineteenth
tors, lawyers, employers – who passed judgement. Fas-century urban narrative, the mind of an ambitions man –
cinating and inspiring – and, to add to the feeling of finding a lost treasure map that any visit to an archive prom- intelligent, ruthless, determined to make a name for himself – can be seen. Without the archivist, would I ever
ises, these documents often appear untouched since the
have come across such a fascinating source? Artefacts
clerk tied them up with ribbon and tossed them into a
too lie hidden like buried treasure amongst the docubox a century or more ago.
ments. Ross showed me medical instruments, saws
Hospital records too have been vital. As a doctoral stu- and knives of varying size and awfulness; a portable
dent I examined patients’ records for the Edinburgh Hos- pharmacy with secret drawers and coloured bottles still
pital for Women and Children, and the Royal Edinburgh filled with powder, not to mention the alarming sight of a
Asylum, both of which were held in the Lothian Health nineteenth-century operating table casually standing beBoard Archives. As a working mother, however, getting neath the stairs where most of us would hang the coats!
to the university library was difficult to manage. Once
There can be no excuse for any historical novelist to rely
again, digitised collections came to the rescue, in particonly on secondary sources. Archives and archivists are
ular, the Wellcome Library’s digitisation of patient case
the custodians of our history, and we should use them in
books from Holloway Sanatorium allowed an online view
of handwritten medical records. Similarly, the case any attempt we make to construct a realistic portrayal of
the past. People say to me, “I wouldn’t know where to
books from Gartnavel Royal Hospital. The originals restart in an archive”. The answer is “start anywhere”. The
main in Glasgow, but the Wellcome's digitised content
problem is where to stop!
allowed me a quick and easy glimpse into a world of
heavy drinking and syphilis. I used what I found in these
Elaine Thomson, novelist
pages to create the world of Angel Meadow Asylum, the

Elaine writes under the name E.S.
Thomson; the second Jem Flockhart mystery, Dark Asylum is now
available in hardback and ebook.
Author portrait by Eion Carey,
taken in the library of the Royal
College of Physicians Edinburgh.
Above: The casebook of William
Macewan. Left: Collection of medical knives; both courtesy of the
Royal College of Physicians and
Surgeons Glasgow.

Evergreen: Patrick Geddes and the Environment in Equilibrium
Sir Patrick Geddes (1854-1932) was a pioneer of the environmental movement and one of the greatest social thinkers of his time. His fascination with the organization of human societies and their spatial manifestation in the city and country led him to develop a highly individualistic theory of societies and cities.
In October 2016, the Centre for Research Collections at the University of Edinburgh and the Archives and
Special Collections at the University of Strathclyde commenced their collaborative, Wellcome Trust Research Resources-funded, project ‘Evergreen: Patrick Geddes and the Environment in Equilibrium’. This is a
two-year project which aims to preserve, conserve, catalogue and virtually reunite two collections of Sir Patrick Geddes’s papers held in both institutions.

The collections, which are actually two parts of an original whole, separated by historical accident, are of international significance. Combined, the collections contain over 4000 plans, over 1400 photographic items
and in the region of 175000 other items, comprised of papers, notebooks, and correspondence, amongst
much more. The project will employ two members of staff; a Project Archivist for the duration of the project
and a Project Conservator for 10 months.
The project seeks to create a complete catalogue of the collections, enhancing the existing, inadequate catalogues; create an online scalable resource virtually reuniting the collections; undertake a robust preservation
and conservation programme, repacking all collections in archival packaging with all significantly damaged
items conserved to ensure the long-term preservation of both collections; digitise a small selection of items
and make the collections ‘digitisation-ready’; and develop a virtual community and active network of researchers with an interest in Geddes and to engage researchers with the collections. The prolific mass and
polymathic nature of the collections reflect Geddes’s energy, ideas, relationships and working, and vividly
document the development of all Geddes’s theories.
Progress to date has seen the retro-conversion of over 750 legacy printed catalogue descriptions to electronic format using a combination of Optical Character Recognition (OCR), re-ordering and re-formatting
printed text in Microsoft Word, and conversion to Excel before applying Encoded Archival Description (EAD).
This will allow the transfer of descriptions to the University of Edinburgh’s online archive catalogue. The project archivist has also been experimenting with innovative regular expressions software in order to streamline data re-ordering and re-formatting and the retro-conversion process. An extensive stock-take of collections is well underway and over 43% of the University of Edinburgh collections material has been identified,
accounted for and catalogue numbers applied and locations information recorded accordingly. This work

Left: Map of Hindi pilgrim sites in
Ayodhya (University of Edinburgh Archive
and Manuscript Collections: Coll-1167 –
A4.M.2); Right: Brush drawing of Bluebirds (University of Edinburgh Archive
and Manuscript Collections: Coll-1167 –
A8.6.3); Below: Valley Section (University
of Edinburgh Archive and Manuscript
Collections: Coll-1167 – A1.13 )

has facilitated an enormous step forward in improving
access to the collections.
Alongside cataloguing work, one of the next stages in
the project will be for the University of Edinburgh’s LiProject staff have been enjoying re-discovering some brary Digital Development team to generate some posof the wonderful items within the collection, and also sible options for the online resource technical infrasome new previously uncatalogued items. One such structure. Both institutions use open source based
discovery is this original brush drawing ‘Blue Bird’, at- cataloguing systems but with the University of Edintributed in the original catalogue to Scottish artist John burgh Archives using ArchivesSpace) and the UniverDuncan (1866-1945).
sity of Strathclyde Archives and Special Collections
using ICA-Atom. The peculiar systems, the legacy
We were also delighted to discover a set of Hindi pil- cataloguing styles and their inconsistencies, and by
grim maps depicting the sacred cities of Ayodhya, Be- their very polymathic and disparate nature - the collecnares and Allahabad in India. Unlike geographical tions themselves - will present some interesting catamaps they give no distance, size or scale but give fac- loguing challenges to overcome. We will require protual and symbolic information regarding holy sites, fessional and innovative solutions, and perhaps even a
highlighting features of religious significance, charac- Geddesian approach: ‘Vivendo Discimus - By Living
teristically portrayed in exaggerated scale – a view, We Learn: By Creating We Think’.
arguably, better suited to the needs of Indian pilgrims
visiting there each year to obtain religious instruction The project archivist has been out and about, meeting
and seek redemption for their sins.
with over 30 key stakeholders. Later in the project
there will be a number of exciting opportunities for indiThese incredible maps had largely been overlooked viduals/ groups to engage in more depth with the probecause of the minimal description given in the original ject and the collections. Please follow project progress
catalogue: ‘Ayodhya. Map. In Hindi’. One of the major via the project blog and on Twitter @GeddesEvergreen.
aims of the project is to enhance inadequate descripIf you would like to receive our quarterly newsletter
tions just like these so that users can more readily discover and make use of the collections material. Over please contact the project archivist, Elaine MacGillivray.
50% of the Strathclyde University Archives’ 11,000
Elaine MacGilllvray, Project Archivist,
collections catalogue descriptions have been assessed with a view to creating a work programme and
University of Edinburgh
methodology to generate enhanced descriptions.

Scribes and Royal Authority
The earliest surviving Scottish archives are collections
of single sheets of parchment with seal(s) attached.
This form of document (broadly referred to as ‘charters’)
was adopted in Scotland in the early twelfth century,
and is our main source for Scottish history in the twelfth
and thirteenth centuries. This was a period when scores
of monasteries were founded, and were endowed with
many properties and privileges. They produced charters
to record the grants and donations they received, and
sought charters of confirmation from the king. Abbeys,
priories and cathedrals soon gained considerable expertise in preserving these documents. Many collections
were lost, however, when monasteries declined after the
Reformation of 1560 and their lands became the property of lay lords. Only 27% of those that survive from before 1250 are single sheets of parchment; even fewer
still have their seal attached. The great majority exist
today only as later copies in manuscript books.

These documents are well known to historians, but the
scribes who wrote them are often overlooked. From 5
April to 17 May 2017, the National Records of Scotland
are hosting an exhibition that turns the focus on the
scribes themselves. On display are some of the earliest
surviving documents produced in Scotland. These are
drawn from the two most important early Scottish archives—Holyrood Abbey and Melrose Abbey—and illustrate the work of royal clerks and monastic scribes between the 1150s and 1240s. This is accompanied by
eight banners that provide some general background
about charters and some insights from recent research
into their handwriting by Dr Teresa Webber of the University of Cambridge. The exhibition represents some of
the results of a three-year project involving scholars
from the Universities of Glasgow and Cambridge and
King’s College London, ‘Models of Authority: Scottish
Charters and the Emergence of Government, 1100–
1250’, funded by the Arts and Humanities Research
Council. A major element of the project is the development of digital tools to investigate the handwriting and

formal prose of nearly 700 Scottish charters. (For more
information and to use the new digital tools, visit
www.modelsofauthority.ac.uk.)
In the hands of scribes, the authority of kings, bishops
and lords became a sphere for individual creativity. The
most active scribes in producing single sheet documents were the king’s clerks. They soon became seasoned practitioners in writing quickly, and developed an
increasingly distinctive mode of handwriting with cursive
features. Government by writing was an administrative
innovation of fundamental historical importance in this
period. The handwriting of the king’s clerks show that it
was not simply a pragmatic activity, but was also an opportunity for a degree of scribal ingenuity and creativity.
For monastic scribes, writing charters was only an occasional activity. They had to think consciously about how
they would represent the authority of the donor on the
page. Often they would draw upon a constantly evolving
repertoire of handwriting features, some of which were
developed originally by royal scribes. In this way, monastic scribes adapted their normal handwriting used for
book-writing in ways that were limited only by their skill,
creativity and ambition.

The exhibition has the potential to offer a new perspective on the growth of royal authority. Instead of seeing it
largely in terms of institutional developments, it can now
also be understood as inspiring a new form of scribal
activity whose chief practitioners and innovators were
the king’s clerks, but whose most individualistic exponents were monastic scribes.
Prof Dauvit Broun and Joanna Tucker,
University of Glasgow
‘Scribes and Royal Authority: Scotland's Charters 11001250’, a free exhibition at NRS, runs from 5 April - 17
May 2017, Mon-Fri, 09:00-16:30

Charter of Thor, son of Swain for Holyrood Abbey (GD45/13/223)

‘Let’s Stamp it Out’
Thanks to a generous grant from the
Wellcome Trust, a project is ongoing
to catalogue the records of the Glasgow Public Health Department and
its predecessor authorities. Work is
finished on the departmental records
themselves and an item-level list of
this important collection is available
for the first time.
Work is still being done on the records of the Commissioners of Police
of both Glasgow and the surrounding annexed burghs in the course of
the 19th and early 20th centuries. The
Commissioners were responsible for
public health issues before the Department was established. These
records date from 1800 and cover
such subjects as hospitals, street
cleansing, and water supply.
Glasgow paid a heavy price for being the ‘second city of the empire’.
Rapid industrialisation led to overcrowding and dangerous levels of
pollution. The resulting effects on the
health of the people were profound.
As can be expected various social
issues are addressed in the collection. Just one of these is the fight
against tuberculosis.
In 1895 James Burn Russell, the
Medical Officer of Health, was asked
by the Committee on Health to write
a comprehensive report on the subject. His suggestions included the
need for public education on treatment, the disinfection of patients’
homes and improvements in all aspects of living conditions from housing to the creation of desirable parks
and open spaces.

Following Russell’s report, improvements were made. In 1906 the first
tuberculosis dispensary opened in
the Sanitary Chambers and additional hospital accommodation for tuberculosis opened at Robroyston in
1918 and Mearnskirk in 1922.

sealed the success. Everyone who
was x-rayed received an enamel
badge. These became so desirable
as a visible symbol of support for the
campaign that when stocks started
running low, people left queues at xray units that had run out and joined
queues where they were still available. Volunteer workers had to make
cardboard substitutes using Glasgow’s entire supply of safety-pins.
An emergency shipment of pins had
to be brought from Birmingham!

But the problem persisted. Despite
an improvement in the number of
cases in the inter-war period, the
figures for notifications of the disease crept back up after the Second
World War. By 1956 the figure was
160 cases per 100,000, the worst This is just one of the many stories
to be found amongst the Public
figures in Britain.
Health records. As the project conGlasgow was therefore singled out tinues, hopefully more people will be
for a dedicated drive against the disable to access them.
ease to take place from March 11th
th
to April 12 1957. Mobile units from
Alison Scott, Project Archivist,
all over the country were gathered
Glasgow City Archives
there, with the main unit positioned
in George Square for maximum publicity. The original target was set at
250,000. This was passed in the
second week. In total a staggering
714,915 people were x-rayed with
2,842 cases of tuberculosis diagnosed and 5,379 cases requiring
observation.
A valuable item in the collection is
the official publication produced to
celebrate the planning and execution
of the campaign. It includes an account of the meticulously planned
and often inspired publicity campaign. Letters were sent out to every
home in Glasgow. There was an illuminated tram car. They even commissioned a rock and roll song.
But it was the humble badge that

Below: Queuing in George Square; right: examples of advertising posters.

Who Do You Think You Are? Live
Earlier this month, members of the SCA Board
and office joined around 18,000 amateur genealogists at Who Do You Think You Are? Live in
Birmingham. We were very ably assisted by volunteers from Scottish services, and we would
like to express our gratitude to Anne Fraser and
Lorna Steele from the Highland Archive Centre,
and Nicola Cowmeadow from Culture Perth &
Kinross for giving their time and journeying down
to the sunny Midlands to answer the
many enquiries. We
would also like to
thank Live Borders
Libraries and Archives,
Lothian
Health Service Archive, and the Scottish Business History
Network for providing leaflets and postcards for visitors.
Having
received
clamorous feedback
from visitors in 2015
and 2016, the organisers made a concerted effort to attract more Scottish
exhibitors this time
around.
Alongside
SCA and NRS’s popular Scotland’s People Centre, Historic Environment Scotland and Scotland’s Urban Past were also on hand to provide
insights and background to the descendants of
Scots past. The visitors were appreciative of the
Scottish presence, and some had even come
back specifically to see them.

Genealogy is now big business, and ancestral
tourism is a vital part of this. It is estimated that
213,000 trips are made per annum to Scotland
by visitors who participate in ancestral research
amounting to £101 million for the Scottish economy. SCA are committed to supporting VisitScotland where it can, helping to promote the Ancestral Welcome scheme and providing users with
information about Scotland’s many services on
our Archives Map.
As part of our stand we
invited visitors to tell us
their stories of Scottish
ancestors, and have
included these on a
dedicated family history map. These stories
included
great-great
grandparents
being
expelled from the Free
Church for ‘ante nuptial fornication’, cousins and uncles meeting
their demise in a fishing disaster, and even
a Cowdenbeath circus
owner. You can view
the full map and add
your own story here.
Our volunteers did
much to celebrate the collections and services
from across Scotland, and we would be interested in hearing from any services who receive enquiries from visitors. Please email contact@scottisharchives.org.uk

From left to right: Nicola Cowmeadow (Perth & Kinross), Linda Ramsay (NRS and SCA Trustee) and Irene
O’Brien (Glasgow City and SCA Chair) assisting visitors with their enquiries; promotional materials from Scottish services; one of the more haptic heritage stands; the SCA Family History Map, showing some of the many
stories of Scottish ancestry .

Tasglannan Coimhearsnachd/Community Archives
With the Skills for the Future: Opening Up Scotland’s Archive three-year HLF-funded project rapidly coming to a
close, we are keen to maximise the potential of all our trainees, to promote the work of archives in Scotland, to
create lasting partnerships, and to encourage learning of new skills. We are delighted to take this opportunity to
support our trainee based at Tasglann nan Eilean in Stornoway, and have organised a conference on community archives.

Tasglannan Coimhearsnachd: Cothroman agus Dùbhlain/ Community Archives: Opportunities and Challenges
is a two-day event, hosted at Lews Castle Museum and Archive (pictured below) in Stornoway, 14-15 June.
Through a range of case studies and presentations, conference participants will consider how community archives can collaborate and support one another to achieve common goals. Our speakers represent the whole of
the archives community. Confirmed topics currently include: National Library of Scotland, Scotland’s Sounds
Project; Annie MacSween discussing the origins and the future of Comunn Eachdraidh Nis/ Ness Historical Society; the very successful, ‘Am Baile’ Digitisation Project at the Highland Archive Centre; the Oral History Project
at Dundee University Archives; and the Dumfries and Galloway Regional Ethnology Study.
It is anticipated there will be lively debate and discussion throughout the day which will continue through to dinner, to be held in the beautifully restored ballroom within Lews Castle.
On day two, delegates will visit Comunn Eachdraidh Nis/ Ness Historical Society and have a guided tour of Comunn Eachdraidh Nis archives and museum followed by a visit to the Garenin blackhouse village and, finally,
the Callanish standing stones where we will have a talk on the history of the trust and visitor centre.
The conference is free to attend (though there is a charge to attend the dinner on 14 June). To find out more
and register for this event, please click here.
There are travel bursaries available for SCA members (here) and ARA Scotland members and ARA New Professionals can apply for travel bursaries of up to £350 each here.
Audrey Wilson, SFF Project Manager

SCARRS Update and the Challenge of Health and Social Care Integration
As ever, the Council is grateful to the user community
for their comments and feedback which helps to ensure that the records retention schedules (SCARRS)
remain current and useful.

als, are taking shape across Scotland. Two distinct
recordkeeping cultures are coming together, creating
issues around the creation and retention of records,
access and sharing, and terminology. Colleagues in
the new combined services are beginning to raise isThe January 2017 housekeeping amendments to the sues around the creation and sharing of health and
SCARRS were minor:
social care records in the new structures. The focus on

A key archaeological resource, the Historic Envi- the service user is blurring the traditional distinctions
ronment Record, was added as a series to between the health record and social care records.
schedule 19 – Leisure and Culture;

A note on the Historical Child Abuse Inquiry A new NHS Scotland code of practice on records manScotland (similar to the one already added to agement will be issued later this year which will also
schedule 02 – Children and Family Services) be addressing integration issues for the first time.
was inserted in Schedule 10 – Education and
All comments and suggestions for improvements to
Skills.

One area which is likely to require a more sub- the SCARRS are always welcome. But during March
stantial review in the near future is social work and April 2017 it would be particularly helpful to hear
and social care (schedules 01 -Adult Care Ser- from colleagues who have identified challenges or new
vices and 02 – Children and Family Services) practices in the area of health and social care records.
given the impact of health and social care intePlease address comments to Frank Rankin Thanks
gration.
for your support.
Frank Rankin
The new integration joint boards and frontline structures, combining clinicians and social care profession-
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